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The Vampire Hunter's Daughter
Understanding Multiple Environmental
Stresses
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Describes the structure and function of our teeth and
the importance of taking care of them.

His Purrfect Mate
Shannon is a quarter puma but can't shift. She's just a
human with a few extra genes. But she knows how
dangerous shifters are, and now she's their prey,
captured by a group of werewolves for a deadly hunt.
Anton's body responds fervently to Shannon, and he
vows to protect her with his lifeNonly to discover
she's the enemy. But it's mating heat, and he's about
to lose all control to that driving sexual need.

Keys to the Inner Universe
A USA Today bestselling book. Leo is a full-length,
standalone romance. Evie and Leo met in foster care
as children and formed a bond of friendship. As they
grew, their bond turned to love, and they vowed to
make a life together when they turned 18 and were
no longer a part of the system. When Leo
unexpectedly gets adopted as a teen and moves to
another city, he promises Evie that he will contact her
as soon as he gets there and come back for her in a
few short years. She never hears from him again. Now
eight years later, in spite of the odds, Evie has made
a life for herself. She has a job. She has friends. She's
content. Then a man shows up out of the blue,
claiming that her long lost love, Leo, sent him to
check up on her. The attraction between them is
undeniable. But, should she trust this sexy stranger?
Or is he keeping a secret about what his connection
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to Leo is really all about and why Leo disappeared all
those years ago? THIS IS A STANDALONE SIGN OF
LOVE NOVEL, INSPIRED BY LEO. New Adult
Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language and
sexual content, this book is not intended for readers
under the age of 18.

Murderous Muffins
Theorising Chinese Masculinity
Having survived Jehal's betrayal, former Queen Zafir
is determined to take back control of the kingdom. To
that end, she seizes Jehal's wife and son as hostages.
Desperate to save his queen and his heir, Jehal makes
a tentative peace with the dragons of the north, and
prepares to fly against his enemies. But as politics
throw the realms of men into turmoil, a far greater
danger threatens. The dragons are awakening from
the spells cast upon them, and returning to their
native fury. They are out for revenge. And that
revenge will be brutal.

Toy Wars
This book is an indispensable resource for those who
prepare worship for formal and informal settings, as
well as for private meditation.

When the Splendor Falls
This book is the first comprehensive analysis of
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Chinese masculinity. Kam Louie uses the concepts of
wen (cultural attainment) and wu (martial valour) to
explain attitudes to masculinity. This revises most
Western analyses of Asian masculinity that rely on the
yin-yang binary. Examining classical and
contemporary Chinese literature and film, the book
also looks at the Chinese diaspora to consider Chinese
masculinity within and outside China.

Leo
HAUNTING MEMORIESSECRETSLIES A SERIAL KILLER
STALKING In the last of the Bitter Memories series, a
man believing he has amnesia walks the streets in
Haskell, Texas trying to remember who he is; where
he came from. In reality, Stan Clark has blackouts,
leaving him with no memories during this timeframe.
Numerous men and women are disappearing from
small area towns. Henry Frye, Munday's police chief,
is at his wits end after one of his own officers turns up
missing and a "secret" town meeting is called. He
doesn't know a serial killer will soon be stalking his
own backyard. Jasmine Goldberg, Henry's dispatcher,
is determined to find out all she can about the
missing people. In her search she uncovers an old
Army report showing a photo of a man with
frightening, sadistic eyes. Other than the eyes, the
photo resembles a Stan Clark who'd been reported
missing for nearly two years. A car fitting Clark's
vehicle is spotted on the highway, but seeing the
patrol car, the driver makes a run for it. Officers from
area towns join the chase, pursuing the vehicle to a
house hidden from the highway. Once inside, the
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officers stumble upon a delusional maniac hiding in
the basement, and a gruesome sight upstairs. Before
years of lies from the past can destroy him, Henry
opens his heart and soul to the two women he loves
deeply-Lori, his mistress, and Sarah, his dead sister's
daughter he adopted-praying Sarah can forgive him
when she learns the truth.

Communicating Security
The line between military intelligence and military
force has been crossed.

Becoming Clementine
A waitress by day and office cleaner by night, Kathy
labors to forget her traumatic past. Until the evening
when impossibly rich, ruthless and handsome Sergio
Torrente takes her virginity. It doesn't take Sergio
long to find out about Kathy's damning history—or
that she's carrying his baby. He cannot love her, but
he will marry her and be a father to their child!

The Best American Mystery Stories 2013
An acknowledged expert on the Hebrew Bible,
Thomas Dozeman offers a fresh translation of the
Hebrew and Greek texts of the book of Joshua and
explores the nature, function, and causes of the
religious violence depicted therein. By blending the
distinct teachings of Deuteronomy and the Priestly
literature, Dozeman provides a unique interpretation
of holy war as a form of sacred genocide, arguing
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that, since peace in the promised land required the
elimination of the populations of all existent royal
cities, a general purging of the land accompanied the
progress of the ark of the covenant. This essential
work of religious scholarship demonstrates how the
theme of total genocide is reinterpreted as partial
conquest when redactors place Joshua, an
independent book, between Deuteronomy and Judges.
The author traces the evolution of this
reinterpretation of the central themes of religious
violence while providing a comparison of the two
textual versions of Joshua and an insightful analysis of
the book's reception history.

Tomato Handbook
One stolen kiss. Two hearts from different worlds.
When war and time threaten to keep them apart, will
love be enough? Virginia, 1860. For Leigh Alexandra
Travers, life at her family's Virginia plantation is a
paradise of summer picnics and sweet tea. The
daughter of a wealthy Southern horse breeder, Leigh
has no interest in the outside world. Until she meets
Neil Braedon Young and beautiful, Leigh catches the
sharp eye of Neil Braedon, raised to manhood by
Comanches, not by the Braedons of Royal Bay Manor.
Their stolen kiss inflames a life-altering passion. As
war storms across the divided land, Leigh's family
fights to preserve their fading Southern heritage,
even as Neil joins the Union army. Against all odds, in
tumultuous times, can Leigh and Neil forge a new
future in the untamed West? Praise for Laurie McBain:
"Wonderfully romantic."—Romantic Times "Lush and
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evocative."—Publishers Weekly

Dark Kiss
After her B-15 Flying Fortress is shot down over
Normandy, Velva Jean Hart becomes Clementine Roux
and works as a spy with the Resistance, during which
time she falls in love with a fellow agent and ends up
in a brutal prison.

Commissioning and Purchasing
Unable to resist a kiss from her crush despite her
otherwise careful nature, Samantha is stricken by a
bizarre, mysterious hunger and turns for help to
secretive street youth Bishop to stop an encroaching
darkness that threatens to overwhelm her. Original.

Orderly and Effective Insolvency
Procedures
At the heart of every crime, there's a family… My son
is a murderer…. So begins this chilling and
emotionally charged mystery from highly acclaimed
author Barbara Taylor Sissel. Emily Lebay had always
thought of her family as ordinary. Sure, they've
endured their share of problems, even a time of great
trouble—what family hasn't? But when a woman's
body turns up in the dense woods near their home,
and Emily's grown son, Tucker, is accused of murder,
Emily is forced to confront the unfathomable, and
everything she believed about her life is called into
question. This isn't the first time Tucker has been
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targeted by the police; a year ago he was a person of
interest when another woman was found dead in the
same stretch of woods. Still, neither Emily nor her
daughter, Lissa, can reconcile their Tucker with these
brutal crimes. Terrified, convinced there's been a
tragic mistake, Emily and Lissa set out to learn the
truth about Tucker, once and for all. And while his life
hangs in the balance, what they discover proves far
more shocking than their darkest fears…. "A gutwrenching mystery…enjoyable and insightful." —RT
Book Reviews on Evidence of Life

Safe Keeping
From the creators of GOSSIP GIRL comes a fresh,
edgy take on teenage romance. Three interconnected
stories explore the different stages of love over the
course of one summer on the seashore. It's summer.
It's hot. And it's time to hook up. Cousins Ella, Beth,
and Jamie are at their family's beach house, and
they're gearing up for the wildest time of their lives.
Sassy Ella is majorly crushing on a cute older boy -who just happens to be her sister's new boyfriend.
Meanwhile, practical Beth is surprised when she finds
herself falling for her best friend George. And shy,
creative Jamie gets her heart broken when her
summer love abandons her. Three girls, too many
boys, and some seriously stormy romancesit all adds
up to one unforgettable summer.

Of Sea and Seed
In this first novel in the New York Times and USA
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TODAY bestselling McKettrick Cowboys trilogy, three
brothers are in a race against time to inherit their
father’s ranch. One ranch. Three sons. Only one will
inherit, and on one condition. Tired of waiting for his
sons to settle down, Arizona-territory rancher Angus
McKettrick announces a competition: the first son to
marry and produce a grandchild will inherit Triple M
ranch. Now, three distinctly different, equally
determined cowboys are searching high and low for
brides. Rafe McKettrick loves only one thing more
than his freedom—the Triple M ranch. In his bid to win
it, he marries a woman he’s never met. To his
surprise, Emmeline is as beautiful as she is
spirited…but she’s clearly hiding a secret. Emmeline
Harding discovered she couldn’t hold her liquor the
hard way. Uncertain why she woke up next to a stack
of gold coins in a brothel and fearing the worst, she
fled town as a mail-order bride. Now, she must
confess her past to her handsome new husband. But
as the newlyweds are suspiciously circling each other,
a visitor from the past enters the high country. Can
Rafe and Emmeline give up on a marriage in name
only and seek a union that satisfies them body and
soul?

Joshua 1-12
Bill Pearl's "Keys to the INNER Universe" is the most
complete and comprehensive manual ever published
on bodybuilding and weight training. "Keys to the
INNER Universe" covers every major weight training
topic from nutrition to mapping out various training
programs. There are over 1200 fully illustrated
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exercises with proper names and a "degree of
difficulty" given for each exercise shown in this
encyclopedia. You can choose from hundreds of
different exercises for each muscle group and select
those exercises that are best suited for your present
physical needs. Pearl reveals ALL THE SECRETS used
that enabled him to win the Mr. Universe title four
times and reign as "King of the Bodybuilders" for
nineteen years. This book is designed to help
everyone, the young, the old, the weak, the strong,
the coach, the gym instructor, a major league football
team, or a YMCA weight room. Nobody, man or
woman, has been ignored. Covers every aspect of
bodybuilding and weight training A Must for Coaches,
Trainers and Gym Instructors Over 250,000 copies
sold Basic Nutritional Facts Conduct Becoming a
Champion Covers Every Aspect of Bodybuilding and
Weight Training Exercises for Champion Physiques
Fully Illustrated Chapters on the Ten Basic Muscle
Groups Learning to Pose Muscles and Energy Nutrition
and Virility Pearl s Contest Career Prolonging Your
Productive Years Proper Attitude Women and Weight
Training This encyclopedia can add years of pleasure
to your sport. It can give you an education into
bodybuilding that has never before been available. It
can add new dimensions to a possible better life style.
It's all there for the reading!

Modernism, Memory, and Desire
This essential guide to commissioning and purchasing
in social care provides case studies, guidelines, and
checklists to help readers to assess need, develop
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care plans and select suppliers of care. It clearly
explains: the reasons for the shift to commissioning
and purchasing away from direct provision the
distinction between commissioning and purchasing
how to ensure that the commissioning and purchasing
process fully reflects the views of users and carers
contracts and tenders costs and prices in relation to
providing quality care how safeguards can be built
into the commissioning and purchasing process. This
is an invaluable resource that focuses on the practical
skills required to deliver effective care. It has been
written for social care students, frontline staff and
their managers to help them through the process.

Detroit Then and Now®
A young nobleman chosen to become a wolfcarl, a
warrior bonded to a fighting wolf, Isolfr is bound to
Viradechtis, a queen wolf, as they confront a powerful
force of trolls, wyverns, and other supernatural
creatures that threatens the complaisant human
holdings. Reprint.

Daily Readings from F.W. Boreham
[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove
Collection: Erotic Alternative Futuristic SciFi/Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Nyk
has loved Dax since they first met at the age of five.
That love has grown from a close bond of friendship
into a yearning so deep that Nyk feels as if he will go
mad. But is crossing the line from friend to lover a
gamble Nyk is willing to take? Dax has kept his best
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friend safe their entire lives. He taught Nyk how to
fight and how to kill. But Nyk is a man who haunts
Dax's mind and sets his blood on fire. When Ben Hur
comes after the Breed Assassins for a shipment the
Marauder is hell-bent on destroying, the Breed
Assassins engage in a battle that just might cost them
their lives. But the biggest threat to Dax and Nyk is
the growing tension between them. That is, until they
discover that surrendering to their darkest desires can
be a fantasy come true. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Surrender [Breed Assassins 3]
The Civil War is finally over, and it has been more
than two years since Corrie Belle Hollister left her
home and family in Miracle Springs, California, to
travel across the country at President Lincoln's
invitation. Her writing skills and reporting experience
have made their own contribution to the Union's
success, and now she is on her way home . . . back to
the community where she grew to maturity, back to
the family she loves. But Corrie is returning a different
young woman than the one who left with her journal
tucked into her suitcase and the dream of being a
writer tucked into her heart. She feels restless as she
tries to settle back into the pace of a small town, and
the latest letter from Christopher only creates more
questions. Perhaps the most relentless among them:
Where will she find a home for her heart?

The Biblical Counseling Movement after
Adams (Foreword by David Powlison)
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The sixth installment of The Vampire Hunter's
Daughter begins right where the fifth part left off,
with Chloe and her friends running for their lives as
they escape the dungeons below Trevor's home.
Chloe lights their way through the darkness, but they
emerge into a bloody battle with her vampire nemesis
and his minions. Even though Chloe has a battle on
her hands, she is still a teenager and thinking about
teenager things, like which of the handsome hunter
boys she will choose. This installment will leave you
wanting more as Chloe and the other vampire
hunter's take their final stand with Trevor. Who will
walk away alive, who will die, and where will they go
from there?

All Desires Known
T. S. Eliot and Virginia Woolf were almost exact
contemporaries, readers and critics of each others'
work, and friends for over twenty years. Their
writings, though, are rarely paired. Modernism,
Memory, and Desire proposes that some striking
correspondences exist in Eliot and Woolf's poetic,
fictional, critical, and autobiographical texts,
particularly in their recurring turn to the language of
desire, sensuality, and the body to render memory's
processes. The book includes extensive archival
research on some mostly unknown bawdy poetry by
T. S. Eliot while offering readings of major work by
both writers, including The Waste Land, 'The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock', Orlando and To the
Lighthouse. McIntire juxtaposes Eliot and Woolf with
several major modernist thinkers of memory,
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including Sigmund Freud, Friedrich Nietzsche, Henri
Bergson and Walter Benjamin, to offer compelling
reconsiderations of the relation between textuality,
remembrance and the body in modernist literature.

Baal Babylone
Written by IMF's Legal Department, this book outlines
the key issues involved in designing and
implementing orderly and effective insolvency
procedures, which play a critical role in fostering
growth and competitiveness and may also assist in
the prevention and resolution of financial crises. The
book draws on lessons learned from firsthand
experience by some of the IMF's 182 member
countries. It includes an analysis of the major policy
choices that countries need to address when
designing an insolvency system, a discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of these choices, and
a number of specific recommendations.

High Country Bride
Set on the rugged island of Newfoundland, "OF SEA
AND SEED "takes the reader on a tragic journey
through the 1920s as one family strives to hold onto
life in the face of secrets, betrayal, and tsunami.
Chronicling this journey is the family matriarch,
Kathleen Kerrigan, who is condemned to an afterlife
of atonement for the depth of her crimes in life. But
what possible mortal sin could cause heaven to
banish this loving mother, grandmother, and
storyteller? A poetic, literary masterpiece, this first
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book of The Kerrigan Chronicles illuminates the
depths of the human heart as it follows three
generations suffering from toxic family secrets,
shocking betrayals, and the harsh everyday reality
that accompanies a life entangled with the sea. This
suspenseful account of life in early twentieth century
Newfoundland is as stunningly lovely as it is
devastatingly heartbreaking. "OF SEA AND SEED" is a
gripping family saga-an unforgettable must read.

Why Do We Need to Brush Our Teeth?
From melodrama to Cantonese opera, from silents to
3D animated film, Remaking Chinese Cinema traces
cross-Pacific film remaking over the last eight
decades. Through the refractive prism of Hollywood,
Shanghai, and Hong Kong, Yiman Wang revolutionizes
our understanding of Chinese cinema as national
cinema. Against the diffusion model of national
cinema spreading from a central point—Shanghai in
the Chinese case—she argues for a multi-local
process of co-constitution and reconstitution. In this
spirit, Wang analyzes how southern Chinese cinema
(huanan dianying) morphed into Hong Kong cinema
through trans-regional and trans-national interactions
that also produced a vision of Chinese cinema. Among
the book’s highlights are a rereading of The
Goddess—one of the best-known silent Chinese films
in the West—from the perspective of its wartime
Mandarin-Cantonese remake; the excavation of a
hybrid genre (the Western costume Cantonese opera
film) inspired by Hollywood's fantasy films of the
1930s and produced in Hong Kong well into the midPage 15/25
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twentieth century; and a rumination on Hollywood’s
remake of Hong Kong’s Infernal Affairs and the
wholesale incorporation of “Chinese elements” in
Kung Fu Panda 2. Positing a structural analogy
between the utopic vision, the national cinema, and
the location-specific collective subject position, the
author traces their shared urge to infinitesimally
approach, but never fully and finitely reach a
projected goal. This energy precipitates the ongoing
processes of cross-Pacific film remaking, which
constitute a crucial site for imagining and enacting
(without absolving) issues of national and regional
border politics. These issues unfold in relation to
global formations such as colonialism, Cold War
ideology, and postcolonial, postsocialist globalization.
As such, Remaking Chinese Cinema contributes to the
ongoing debate on (trans-)national cinema from the
unique perspective of century-long border-crossing
film remaking.

The Italian Billionaire's Pregnant Bride
Bezu is a beautiful southern belle with genteel
manners. Her problems, however, are anything but.
Deep in debt, Bezu's illegally taken in a few lodgers: A
sweet stripper and her bodybuilder boyfriend, an
Asian man loudly learning English through pop music,
and a mysterious stranger with the most amazing
blue-green eyes—and a secret. And when one of the
boarders dies—with her muffins used as the murder
weapon—Bezu must catch the killer before she ends
up in jail…or worse. The Georgia Coast Cozy Mystery
Series combines mystery, suspense, humor, and
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southern charm. Each book is a standalone novel.

Remaking Chinese Cinema
This is the real toy story, an unprecedented behindthe-scenes journey through a world of influence,
fantasy, and multimillion-dollar Hollywood deals, a
world where the whims of children make millionaires
and topple titans. This is also the story of an unusual
man. Alan Hassenfeld, the chief executive officer of
Hasbro, never intended to run a Fortune 500
company. A free spirit who dreamed of being a writer
and exploring Asia, he was content to remain in the
shadow of his older brother Stephen, a marketing
genius who transformed a family firm established by
immigrant Jews into powerhouse and Wall Street
darling. Then tragedy struck. Stephen, and intensely
private man, died of AIDS, a disease he had not
acknowledged he had, even to his family. Alan
Hassenfeld was named CEO, just as Hasbro was
facing a daunting onslaught of challenges. Toy Wars
is about Alan's struggle to balance the demands of
the bottom line with his ideals about the kind of toys
children deserve, as well as the ethical obligations of
management. Wayne Miller, an award-winning
journalist and novelist, was granted unprecedented
access to Hasbro, the maker of G.I. Joe, Star Wars
toys, Mr. Potato Head, Batman, Monopoly, Scrabble,
Trivial Pursuit, and countless other favorites. For five
years, he sat in on design sessions, marketing
meetings, and focus groups, and interviewed
employees in every part of the company. He
witnessed a major corporate restructuring; crucial
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deal with Dreamworks SKG; a hostile takeover bid by
archrival Mattel; the collapse of a $45 million virtual
reality game; and the company makeover of G.I. Joe,
Hasbro's flagship product and one of the most popular
toys of all time. Toy Wars is filled with many colorful
characters, including: Hollywood moguls Steven
Spielberg and George Lucas, whose kid-friendly
movies can translate into licensing gold for toymakers
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers creator Haim Saban,
who tapped into a popular Japanese TV series and
made it a worldwide television and merchandising
phenomenon Mattel CEO Jill Barad, the secondhighest-paid woman in corporate America, who
promotes and defends Barbie with the zeal of a
religious crusader Hasbro executive Al Verrecchia, the
loyal second in command who did not let friendship or
tradition stand in the way of a dramatic restructuring
Larry Bernstein, arguably the best toy salesman ever,
a riotous raconteur whose divisional presidency
crumbled when he was unable to meet Hasbro's profit
goals Rich in family drama and written with sly wit,
Toy Wars is a deeply compelling business story, a
fascinating tour through a billion-dollar industry that
exerts tremendous influence on the lives of children
everywhere.

Line of Control
The research of the last decade has demonstrated
that ecosystems and human systems are influenced
by multiple factors, including climate, land use, and
the by-products of resource use. Understanding the
net impact of a suite of simultaneously occurring
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environmental changes is essential for developing
effective response strategies. Using case studies on
drought and a wide range of atmosphere-ecosystem
interactions, a workshop was held in September 2005
to gather different perspectives on multiple stress
scenarios. The overarching lesson of the workshop is
that society will require new and improved strategies
for coping with multiple stresses and their impacts on
natural socioeconomic systems. Improved
communication among stakeholders; increased
observations (especially at regional scales); improved
model and information systems; and increased
infrastructure to provide better environmental
monitoring, vulnerability assessment, and response
analysis are all important parts of moving toward
better understanding of and response to situations
involving multiple stresses. During the workshop,
seven near-term opportunities for research and
infrastructure that could help advance understanding
of multiple stresses were also identified.

Margrit Mondavi's Vignettes
A collection of top-selected mystery writing from the
past year is culled from a variety of respected sources
and offers insight into evolving genre trends.

Cooking for Isaiah
Accounting for Profit for Breach of
Contract
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If you’re trying to kick the “Buy Now/Pay Later” habit
and get your spiraling debt under control, you need
Managing Debt For Dummies now! This practical,
commonsense guide provides straightforward
strategies for coping with every kind of secured and
unsecured debt, including, personal loans, car loans,
mortgages, home equity loans, lines of credit, credit
cards, finance company loans, and student loans.
You’ll find out how easy it is to: Distinguish between
good and bad debt Go on a “debt diet” to get back
into financial shape Start a filing system to track debt
and protect life after debt Adopt a smart spending
regimen Increase your income Consolidate your debt
Decide which bills to pay when you can’t pay them all
Use credit cards responsibly You can still live well
while slashing spending on groceries, clothing, and
entertainment. Find out how in Managing Debt for
Dummies.

A Home for the Heart (The Journals of
Corrie Belle Hollister Book #8)
This book defends the view that an award of an
account of profits (or 'disgorgement damages') for
breach of contract will sometimes be justifiable, and
fits within the orthodox principles and cases in
contract law. However there is some confusion as to
when such an award should be made. The moral
bases for disgorgement damages are deterrence and
punishment, which shape the remedy in important
ways. Courts are also concerned with vindication of
the claimant's performance interest, and it is pivotal
in these cases that the claimant cannot procure a
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substitute performance via an award of damages or
specific relief. The book argues that disgorgement
damages should be available in two categories of
case: 'second sale' cases, where the defendant
breaches his contract with the claimant to make a
more profitable contract with a third party; and
'agency problem' cases, where the defendant
promises the claimant he will not do a certain thing,
and the claimant finds it difficult to supervise the
performance. Moreover, disgorgement may be full or
partial, and 'reasonable fee damages' for breach of
contract are best understood as partial disgorgement
rather than 'restitutionary damages'. Equitable bars
to relief should also be adopted in relation to
disgorgement damages, as should allowances for skill
and effort. This book will be of interest to contract and
commercial lawyers, and will be especially valuable to
anyone with an interest in contract remedies and
restitution. It draws on case law in a number of
common law jurisdictions, primarily England and
Wales, and Australia.

Managing Debt For Dummies
Cooking for Isaiah is a love story of Silvana Nardone’s
journey to develop great-tasting meals for her son,
Isaiah, after he was diagnosed with food intolerances
to gluten and dairy. The results of her efforts found in
the pages of this book, are through 135 recipes that
are not only easy to make but taste and look
delicious, including S’mores Pancakes with
Marshmallow Sauce, Double-Decker Toasted
Cornbread and Spicy Greens Stack, Chicken and
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Waffles with Maple Bacon Gravy, Shrimp Pizza with
Garlic Cream Sauce, and Chocolate Birthday Cake
with Whipped Chocolate Frosting. You’ll also find:
Silvana’s tried-and-tested all-purpose flour and
pancake mix recipes An ingredient substitutions chart
that shows you what to swap if, for example, you
need to cook without gluten, but dairy is okay Dishes
that are perfect for entertaining with friends and
family Complete pantry set-up Food shopping, recipe
make-ahead and storage tips Includes a foreword by
Rachael Ray!

The Order of the Scales
Summer Boys #1
Founded in 1701 by Antoine de le Mothe Cadillac as a
trading post and fort, Detroit had a turbulent early
history. Captured by the British in 1760, ceded to the
United States in 1783, and destroyed by fire in 1805,
Detroit nevertheless prospered throughout the
nineteenth century because of its strategic position.
The twentieth century saw the rise and demise of the
auto industry and despite the city’s troubled recent
past, a new Detroit is rising to meet the economic
challenges of the twenty-first century. This book is a
fascinating document of history and change in one of
the United States’ most important cities. Sites
include: Woodward Avenue, Detroit Waterfront,
Campus Martius, Jefferson Avenue, Cadillac Square,
Capitol Park, J.L. Hudson Company, City Hall, Wayne
County Building, Grand Circus Park, Michigan Theater,
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Capitol Theater, Fox Theatre, YMCA Building, Detroit
Athletic Club, Eastern Market, Elmwood Cemetery,
Belle Isle Casino, Scott Fountain, Palmer Park, Hurlbut
Memorial Gate, Cass Tech, Tiger Stadium, Wagner
Baking Co., Michigan Central Railroad, Ambassador
Bridge, Orchestra Hall, Piety Hill, Detroit Public
Library, the General Motors Building and much more.

Cutter's Revenge
People inside and outside of the biblical counseling
movement recognize differences between the
foundational work of Jay Adams and that of current
thought leaders such as David Powlison. But, as any
student or teacher of the discipline can attest, those
differences have been ill-defined and largely
anecdotal until now. Heath Lambert, the first scholar
to analyze the movement’s development from within,
shows how biblical counseling emerged from, and
remains rooted in, a commitment to the sufficiency of
Scripture and the need to give practical help to
struggling people. He identifies contemporary
leaders—including Powlison, Ed Welch, Paul Tripp, and
Wayne Mack—who emphasize the sinner as sufferer,
the heart as key to motivation, and the need to
interact humbly with critics. Demonstrating how these
refinements in framework, methodology, and
engagement style are characteristic of a second
generation of biblical counselors, Lambert contends
this new wave of counselors is now increasingly
balanced in their counseling methods. With a
substantial foreword from David Powlison and strong
support from prominent biblical counselors, this book
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will help all Christians interested in the fundamentally
theological task of counseling to think carefully and
biblically about how it is taught and practiced.

A Companion to Wolves
This book analyzes the changes and tendencies
expressed in the relation between army and society in
Israel. Since its inception, Israel has been defined as a
nation in arms, a public space in which the security
needs became central and, to a great extent, dictated
the agenda and functioning of all the public arenas
operating in it. The theoretical investigation is
accompanied by case study illustrations of special
instances related to the nexus between: security and
society security and politics the army and the media
the army and public relations security and culture
bereavement and commemoration social motivation
to serve in the army the army and foreign policy.
Lebel explores the connection between the military
and culture in Israel against the backdrop of
globalization, individualism, liberalism, and social
burn-out in the face of survival and change.
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